GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1.) This item comes pre-assembled in three sections: (1) left hand section, (1) right hand section, (1) horizontal section.

2.) Each 8-tier locker section will have (8) open holes at the top, these holes will face the inside of the locker rack.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1.) Lay both the right & left hand units on their bases so that the doors are facing upward. Remove the 8 bolts located at the top of each section. (Detail #1)

2.) Attach the center section with the hardware provided. (Detail #1)

3.) Next attach the coat rod to the horizontal section using the open holes on the bottom. (Detail #2)

4.) Then attach the poles in the coat rod to the sides of the left & right hand sections. (Detail #3)

5.) Finally, attach the box locker pulls with the hardware provided. (Detail #4)